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—
Introduction
There has been no shortage of well-publicised and
highly damaging misconduct scandals within the
financial services industry over the past decade.
Conduct is a lens into the culture of organisations,
and conduct failings seem to be widespread across
several jurisdictions, cut across financial services
organisations and involve both the retail and wholesale
sides of business. A large number of customers have
claimed sizeable loss and there has been significant
reputational and brand damage to firms. A raft of new
regulatory initiatives, substantial fines and expensive
remediation programmes have also ensued.
Improving conduct within industry is
an essential part of rebuilding trust and
supporting future sustainable growth.
Further, the regulatory focus on conduct
is expected to persist and firms will
continue to face pressure to be alert to
poor behaviour.
To help financial services firms be
proactive about misconduct, this
paper explores its fundamental drivers.
By drawing out the broad themes and
drivers, the focus will naturally shift from
addressing individual instances of bad
behaviour to obtaining a broad view
of its root causes that will help in the
design of enterprise-wide and
preventative conduct risk programmes.
The eight drivers of misconduct that we
have identified are summarised in
Figure 1 on page 3.

We also review the various industry
and regulatory initiatives that have
arisen in response to conduct failings
within financial services firms and
provide a summary of approaches that
can be considered to address the eight
identified drivers of misconduct (see
Figure 2 on page 15).
While much has been done to set
standards and to restore trust, there is a
desire to improve both capabilities and
cost effectiveness in meeting
expectations around managing conduct.
With this in mind, we have set out
possible ways in which new innovative
technologies might be enlisted to
optimise responses (see Figure 3 on
page 23). Innovation that can help to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency
of conduct management programmes will
in turn create better customer and
regulatory outcomes.
01
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—
Drivers of
misconduct
Conduct is a current priority for both the financial
services industry and its key regulators. Understanding
what has driven poor conduct in the past can help firms
design responses to restore trust and prevent problems
emerging in the future.
The numerous instances of poor
practices within the financial services
industry that have been exposed across
the globe have resulted in clients’
interests being overlooked, unfair and
inequitable outcomes, considerable
financial impact for customers, and
damage to the integrity of the market.
Firms are facing enhanced regulation,
hefty penalties and substantial
remediation costs. The impact has not
only been felt on bottom lines and
through increased regulation. It has also
caused a significant loss of trust amongst
customers, and the public more broadly.
Understanding and addressing the
drivers of misconduct is an essential
step in improving standards of behaviour,
being able to identify key conduct risks,
designing pre-emptive enterprise-wide
conduct programmes and meeting
regulatory and marketplace expectations.
As such, we have explored the findings
of various conduct related enforcement
actions, regulatory and industry reviews,
government inquiries and firm
remediation programmes to discover
the common themes that lie beneath
poor conduct.
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While many of the recent high profile
cases of misconduct have occurred
within banking (and therefore many
examples in this paper are drawn from
that sector), conduct is not a bank
only issue. Regulatory and community
interest and expectations around
conduct cut across sectors, and
financial services organisations of all
types are under scrutiny.
The eight key drivers of misconduct that
we have identified are further explored in
the pages that follow. The root causes
identified in our paper are not behind all
recent conduct failings. Rather, we have
focused on those drivers that firms are
more readily able to control and
synthesised these into broader, more
manageable themes. The eight drivers
often overlap and, because each firm is
structured differently, each driver will
have differing levels of relevance. The
drivers also work together, to create an
environment that incentivises, reinforces
and spreads problematic behaviour.
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Figure 1.
Drivers of misconduct

The product lifecycle
is not guided by customer
needs and suitability

Human resource decisions
are not based on a
“balanced scorecard”

Individuals and leadership
are not responsible
or held to account for
poor conduct

Disparate subcultures
or problematic
prevailing culture

Drivers of conduct that
can harm customers, employees,
business reputation and
the integrity of the market
Weak systems
for monitoring and
surveillance

Conflicts of interest
are not identified
or managed

Manual and
complicated processes
and procedures

Complex, disconnected or
“growth at all costs”
business model
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Less trust

In 2016 33,000 respondents from 28 countries
said banking and financial services is the

Banking and financial services
has held this position for the past

5 years

least trusted
sector globally…

*

More regulation

Dodd-Frank
Wall Street
Reform and
Consumer
Protection Act
(US)

Reforming
Major
Interest Rate
Benchmarks
(FSB)

Market
Abuse
Regulation (EU)

Yates
Memo (US)

Markets in
Financial
Instruments
Directive II (EU)

Future of
Financial
Advice (AU)
Principles
for Sound
Compensation
Practices (FSB)

Managersin-Charge
Regime (HK)

Senior
Managers and
Certification
Regime (UK)

FX Global
Code (BIS)

Escalating costs

Costs spent on conduct for 20 major banks: ^
2008 to 2012

£197.76bn

2010 to 2014

2011 to 2015

£205.84bn £252.00bn

$275 billion in legal costs for global banks since 2008 translates into
more than $5 trillion of reduced lending capacity to the real economy†

CommonEquityTier1ratiosofEUG-SIBswouldbearound
two percentage points higherwithoutfines‡
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Customer needs and
suitability not guiding
product lifecycle practices
Poor conduct outcomes can arise
when product design, marketing,
sales and advice, as well as post-sale
practices, are driven by concerns
about “what will sell the most” rather
than what the customer needs and
what is most suitable for these needs
(“is this right for them?”).
Product design dictated primarily by
the commercial needs of a firm and
that does not adequately integrate the
customer perspective can foster poor
conduct, in particular mis-selling and
irresponsible lending. When the goal,
for example, is to attain the highest
revenues from the mass market, the result
may be generic products that are less
likely to be fit for purpose or tailored to
individual needs. The pressure to innovate,
if not tempered by considerations of
customer suitability, may result in overly
complex and opaque products whose
characteristics and risk profile may be
difficult to understand, thereby augmenting
the chances of mis-selling. Regulators have
also been critical of design strategies that
can take advantage of human behavioural
biases that may lead to poor choices, such
as incorporating hurdles to switching,
complex features and price structures,
mezzanine fees, products catering to high
loss aversion (e.g., insurance for small risks)
and free trial periods.

For example, quotas or league tables
that celebrate sales volumes can encourage
customer suitability to be overlooked (or
made a secondary consideration) and make
inappropriate reporting of transactions
seem a reasonable trade-off. Techniques
such as teaser rates, insurance add-ons,
product bundling, cross-selling and default/
opt-out settings may suit some customers
and provide rewards and savings. However,
they also tend to increase the possibility
that customers will be confused about
what they have agreed to and question
whether the product they purchase is in
their best interest. Again, there has been
some criticism of sales and marketing
strategies that profit from human mistakes
bought about by in-built cognitive biases
or information asymmetries, such as
poor disclosures, deliberately misleading
marketing campaigns or making a product
easy to sign-up to, but with difficult
cancellation procedures.
Post-sale customer care that is absent
or whose purpose is more focused on
procuring additional sales rather than,
say, ensuring customer satisfaction or
ongoing product suitability, can also lead to
adverse outcomes. Failure to escalate and
investigate customer complaints can do the
same. These are other elements that can
work to undermine good conduct as they
reduce the chance that customer needs
and suitability are being heard, filtered
through an organisation and are guiding
future product design, marketing, sales
and advice.

Marketing, advice and sales practices that
are similarly driven by maximising volumes
and that do not give sufficient weight to
customer utility can also lay the foundation
for undesirable outcomes.
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Failing to have a “balanced
scorecard” for human
resource decisions
Recruitment, remuneration,
promotion, professional development,
and dismissal decisions that
value short-term revenue
generation over other important
aspects of performance can
incentivise misconduct.
Hiring decisions that are chiefly guided by
an individual’s ability to create profits for a
firm have been identified as a problematic
feature across the financial services
industry by regulators worldwide. For
example, recruitment that consistently
ranks a history of sales or trading success
above other key factors (such as customer
satisfaction, management skills, technical
expertise, integrity or conduct record)
will tend to build a workforce whose
behaviour mimics this ranking (for example
by placing profitable conduct ahead of
ethical conduct). Conduct goals may also
be harder to achieve if the focus is only
on recruiting those who have attained the
highest academic scores without regard
to areas such as diversity of experience
and expertise across all levels of the
organisation. A lack of focus on conduct
and compliance history of employees has
been critiqued as allowing “bad apples” to
be recycled through firms, which in turn
can facilitate the perpetuation and spread
of unwanted behaviour. A 2016 US study,
for instance, found that financial advisory
firms who hire individuals with misconduct
records usually have a higher rate of
misconduct themselves.1
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How an individual is incentivised, evaluated
and compensated also plays a significant
role in shaping their professional behaviour.
Performance-based remuneration
structures which peg compensation mainly
to sales volumes, revenue generation
or profit targets (such as commissions
or an annual discretionary bonus) can
tend to focus attention on maximising
short-term profit and crowd out other
important concerns about longer-term
value generation, needs of customers and
broader market integrity and ethics. That
is, it is easier to sacrifice good conduct and
take on excessive risk when faced with the
opportunity to make extra money or the
pressure to deliver against targets.
A case in point is recommending products
because they pay the highest commission
or incentive, rather than because they
are the best fit for the customer. Another
example is trading strategies that ignore
market integrity rules and longer-term
performance, because an individual’s
bonus is based on short-term
trading profits.
Professional development programmes
that do not adequately incorporate training
on values, ethics and conduct can further
exacerbate risks. Clearly, people cannot be
expected to abide by conduct obligations if
they are not regularly made aware of what
those obligations are and taught how
to apply them to their day-to-day
business activities.
Promotion, and other types of reward
and recognition programmes, which
chiefly reward money making abilities and
give little attention to other performance
indicators (such as adherence to business
values, people management skills,
customer and employee satisfaction
and risk awareness), can also increase
the risk of unwanted behaviour.

Similarly, key performance indicators (KPIs)
that reward a large quantum of claims or
complaints being finalised and that do not
incorporate consideration of the quality
of claims or complaints management can
incentivise misconduct. Other examples
include promoting the “bad apple” or
celebrating the employee at the top of the
sales league table (and pressuring those
at the bottom). Paralleling such reward
and recognition practices are decisions on
discipline, demotion and dismissal, such
as failing to exit the high performer when
they breach conduct codes or job security
based on meeting quarterly financial
reporting targets.
The human resource practices sketched
out above reinforce one another to
foster the belief that revenue generation
matters more than anything else within
the organisation. In this context, good
conduct is not perceived as a professional
advantage. When faced with a choice
between maximising profit (or minimising
costs) and acting in accordance with codes
of conduct, decision-making can be skewed
to the former.
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“When breaches of
conduct standards are
not penalised, the message
is sent that contraventions
are acceptable and rules
are bendable.”

Individuals and leadership
are not responsible or held to
account for misconduct
Just as conduct within a firm is
heavily influenced by what is seen
to be rewarded, failure to penalise
individuals involved, as well as
managers in charge, for ethically
or legally questionable behaviours
supports its perpetuation and can
foster a culture of impunity.
When people do not have to bear the
risk if things go wrong, they have a reduced
incentive to treat that risk as important.
When breaches of conduct standards
are not penalised, the message is sent
that contraventions are acceptable and
rules are bendable.
A common critique to surface from conduct
related enforcement actions and inquiries
was the absence of personal responsibility
within firms. Many individuals were aware
that their activities were unacceptable but
openly engaged in abuses and exhibited
a belief that no negative consequences
would follow. Those employees who
witnessed bad behaviours often failed to
report or escalate the matter, suggesting
they viewed the conduct as acceptable
practice or that raising concerns would not
lead to any action against the wrongdoer.
Worse yet, in some cases employees may
have felt that speaking up might have
resulted in retaliation.
Many firms have, likewise, been faulted
for accountability deficiencies in regards
to the managers and supervisors who
presided over conduct failings. In some
organisations, there was no formalised
or hierarchical structure for management
accountability.

In others, managers or supervisors
were unclear on their responsibilities for
a team’s professional behaviour or
expressed ignorance of poor practices.
Some were aware and even complicit in
transgressions. Each of these scenarios
indicate managers and supervisors had
a level of confidence that they were not
responsible or would not be admonished
for their team’s standards of conduct.
Another important part of discussions on
accountability has been the erosion and
reconfiguration of the role of the first line of
defence (individual business units) and the
second line of defence (typically the risk,
compliance and product control functions).
The first line is traditionally responsible
for “owning” the risks and therefore
responsible for assessing and managing
the risks in their business lines (including
conduct risk), while the role of the second
line is to monitor compliance with internal
and external requirements as well as to
challenge, question and engage in dialogue.
In addition, the role of internal audit as the
third line, is to test and escalate matters
to help identify thematic issues such as
conduct patterns and provide assurance
to the board that the organisation is
addressing these issues satisfactorily.
However, what gradually happened in
many firms, and what enabled conduct
to slip in many cases, was that the first
line delegated responsibility for managing
conduct risk to the second line. The second
line could then not carry out their duty to
provide effective and proactive challenge
over business practices as they were on the
hook for operating the controls. Similarly,
internal audit has been criticised for not
being adequately staffed to help identify
thematic problems.
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Failing to identify and
manage conflicts of interest
When an individual has two
competing objectives (a conflict of
interest) and there is an incentive to
act opportunistically, they may forgo
compliance with a competing legal,
professional or ethical obligation.
Failing to identify and manage conflicts of
interest has been recognised as playing an
important role in the cases of misconduct
emerging over the past decade. If
conflicts go unmanaged, opportunities for
misconduct can be more prevalent.
Conflicts can arise in a range of ways in
different parts of a firm. Some well-known
examples of conflicts that have been
identified as incentivising misconduct
within financial services firms include:

•• A firm that produces research reports
for customers on financial products and
also issues or trades in those financial
products. The potential risk being that
report recommendations may be designed
to support firm product sales or trading
strategies and may not provide unbiased
advice to customers.
•• Commissions are given to sell certain
products. The potential risk being that the
firm’s advisors may recommend products
that pay the highest commission over
those that best meet customer needs.
•• Advice or wealth management businesses
that incentivise or metricate companydeveloped products. The potential risk
being that advisors may recommend
company-developed products at the
expense of those that may be the most
suitable for clients.

•• Traders being able to both influence
•• Transactions, including loans and
the setting of a benchmark and trade in
trades, are executed with insiders or
products that reference those benchmarks.
affiliates on preferential terms. The
The potential risk being that the benchmark
potential risk being that it may expose
will be manipulated to support successful
the firm to claims of client favouritism.
trading strategies.
Subject to any specific legal and regulatory
•• An advisory team possessing non-public
requirements, conflicts can also be
information about a customer. The
managed in a variety of ways (for example
potential risk being that a team member
through disclosure, physical segregation of
may engage in insider trading.
individuals and teams, restricting access to
information or outright prohibition).
•• A firm that engages in proprietary
trading while its clients are active in
relevant markets at the same time.
The potential risk being that traders
may exploit knowledge of a client’s
confidential trading positions to advance
their own strategies, to the detriment
of clients or counterparties.
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“If conflicts go unmanaged,
opportunities for
misconduct can be
more prevalent.”
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Complex, disconnected or
“growth at all cost”
businesses models
Conduct within complex or
disconnected organisations can be
difficult to manage. There may be
a tendency to develop silos where
different cultures, behaviours and
operational practices incubate. This
can erode enterprise-wide cohesion,
communication and coordination on
managing conduct. Further, business
models and strategies that are solely
focused on growth typically contain
inherent conduct vulnerabilities that
allow problems to spread and grow
more rapidly.
In a number of the cases of misconduct,
early warning signs were overlooked
or treated in isolation, patterns of poor
behaviour were not identified, matters
were not escalated, detached teams had
their own unique ways of operating, and
lessons learnt in one business unit were
not applied to the rest of the organisation.

Offering a multiplicity of services makes
creating simple or uniform standards and
procedures extremely hard, particularly if
operating across several jurisdictions. Such
organisations are usually working within a
variety of cultural norms and are subject
to a diverse stack of often inharmonious
and challenging state, national, and global
regulation. In this context, policies and
processes around conduct can become
too generic or too convoluted, resulting in
unintended or discordant interpretations.
Often a myriad of technology systems
and data sources have accumulated over
time, making retrieval and connection of
information arduous and time-consuming.
Responsibility and accountability may
also be worn thin by size and complexity;
identifying the individual responsible for
an act can be tough when decision-making
is scattered across several jurisdictions,
numerous business units and different
teams. Similarly, complex and disconnected
organisations may face misplaced
confidence amongst their people that
someone, somewhere else, is taking care
of an issue. This is particularly so when
control and responsibility is diffused
through third party distribution and other
licensing agreements.

Further, business models that do not take
customer needs into consideration, or that
are otherwise premised on the existence of
one or more of the drivers of misconduct
for their success, can create an inherent
bias to “growth at all costs” throughout an
organisation. Growth and profitability are,
of course, important considerations for any
business; however, negative outcomes can
occur from unrealistic or unsustainable
market share or return on equity goals.
Product complexity, a move into unknown
or niche markets or prioritising higher
margin businesses can result. As business
models have enterprise-wide impact,
undesirable behaviour may also scale up
and spread rapidly across an organisation
when the model is not conduct or
customer aligned, and such a model can
undermine controls designed to manage
misconduct or render remediation efforts
as only localised and fleeting.

In the environment described above, it is
challenging to know what remote teams
are doing, to comprehend the bigger
picture, connect dots and identify patterns
(critical to identifying potential or systemic
issues), and to design simple conduct
programmes suitable to roll out across an
enterprise. How issues are tackled endto-end may vary and the urge may be to
solve problems in a piecemeal or isolated
fashion, resulting in only minor
and temporary improvements.
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Manual and complicated
processes and procedures
Labour intensive or convoluted
processes and procedures increase
the chance of error and give people
the incentive and opportunity to
ignore controls that are designed to
prevent misconduct.
Compliance policy documents that span
hundreds of pages, inconsistent and at
times contradictory guidance, repetitive
risk approval processes, manual data
entry, multiple form filling on a single issue,
countless obligation databases, constant
change in process and procedures.
This is a state of affairs that is not
unfamiliar to many highly regulated and
complex businesses. The result may be
accidental misconduct: manual processes
are more prone to human error and a
dense policy or convoluted procedure
may not be correctly followed, because
it was not understood.

Further, people can experience unwieldy
processes and procedures as pointless
bureaucratic roadblocks that undermine
business agility. The danger is that
individuals become sceptical about the
value of requirements, hostility develops
and it can then seem reasonable to ignore
controls, carry out manual workarounds
or adopt a “tick-box” attitude toward
compliance. As Thomas C. Baxter of
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
has observed: “In some large, complex
organisations, the rules can be difficult
and tedious … we comply … only because it
represents a mandatory but silly rule … and
not because the sanction seeks to address
a problem that all should find abhorrent” 2.
Evading controls designed to prevent
misconduct or executing a procedure
because you have to (rather than
appreciating the reason for it) enhance
the risk of misconduct. Internallydeveloped procedural requirements that
serve less-critical conduct and compliance
purposes, where prolific, can also work
to undermine the integrity of risk and
compliance approaches.

“People can experience
unwieldy processes
and procedures as
pointless bureaucratic
roadblocks that undermine
business agility … it can
then seem reasonable to
ignore controls, carry out
manual workarounds or
adopt a “tick-box” attitude
toward compliance.”
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Disrespect for systems of governance
and control bought about by complex,
inconsistent and manual processes and
procedures will naturally extend to those
who are seen as responsible for their
design and administration, usually being
the risk and compliance function. When
such a mindset evolves, guidance and
challenge from these functions is unlikely
to be valued or followed, particularly when
up against potentially conflicting views of
highly profitable and powerful business
units. As noted previously, weakness in
the second and third lines of defence has
been highlighted as a factor that made
possible the financial services misconduct
seen in recent years.
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“If systems for monitoring
and surveillance are
inadequate, management
information on conduct
will likely be lacking,
leaving leadership
unable to identify and
manage important risks.”

Weak systems for monitoring
and surveillance
If monitoring and surveillance
is nonexistent or inadequate,
misconduct can go undetected
and risks may not be appropriately
managed. Further, some individuals
may be more likely to engage in
poor behaviours because they
estimate their chance of being
discovered as low.
The UK’s Fair and Effective Markets Review
has commented that “an important lesson
from the enforcement actions of recent
years is that firms must ensure they have
the means to detect wrongdoing (since they
are closest to the actions of their own staff
and counterparties) and act decisively when
it is detected (since they stand to lose the
most, financially and reputationally)” 3.
Indeed weaknesses in monitoring and
surveillance were found to be an important
factor in explaining how behaviours
exposed in the benchmark manipulation
cases could be perpetrated by numerous
individuals over several years using
electronic messaging services, emails
and telephone. The failure to monitor the
quality of sales processes, for example
by recording face-to-face and telephone
conversations, has similarly been criticised
in cases of mis-selling. Likewise, the failure
to adequately monitor employee activity is
a common theme in rogue trading cases.

Concerns have not just centred on absent
or substandard systems for identifying
poor behaviours. As touched on in the
section on responsibility and accountability,
the failure to then take action and escalate
problems that have been identified, as
well as to use such intelligence to inform
updates to controls and to create more
proactive procedures, has also been the
subject of criticism.
While recognising the critical importance
that trust and autonomy plays in employee
satisfaction and productivity, it should
also be noted that internal monitoring
and surveillance for misconduct is a core
aspect of compliance and required under
many regulatory regimes. Further, if
systems for monitoring and surveillance
are inadequate, management information
on conduct will likely be lacking, leaving
leadership unable to identify and manage
important risks.

11
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Disparate subcultures or a
problematic prevailing culture
Poor conduct can develop in a firm
that has various disparate subcultures
or when the prevailing culture does
not balance short-term financial
success with other important business
and ethical imperatives.
The shared set of values, mindsets and
assumptions distinct to a firm – its culture –
is increasingly being seen as at the heart of
ethical lapses within financial services.
In many cases, damaging behaviours
have been attributed to a corporate
culture that failed to balance concerns
about short-term commercial success
with other important business objectives
such as longer-term sustainability; the
interests of customers, counterparties
and employees; the maintenance of wider
market integrity; and upholding ethical
principles. In many respects, the drivers
of misconduct discussed above can be
seen as observable manifestations of
such a culture.
The failure to have a uniformity of culture
that is established at the very top of the
house, underpinned by a single guiding
business purpose, has also been identified
as allowing problematic subcultures to
emerge and go unmanaged within many
financial services organisations. Clarity of
purpose and values means it is less likely
that outcomes are traded off across each
other. Without such clarity, messaging (and
behaviour) can become inconsistent.
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For example, having a formal customer
centric purpose statement but then a
business model or regular communications
that focus on the centrality of superior
shareholder return can result in mixed
messages and confusion amongst
employees about the relative importance
of treating customers fairly versus
managing profitability. This is likely to be
replicated across an enterprise, from
management reporting to budgets to items
on meeting agendas.
Another critical element of the discussion
on culture is the importance of leadership
in defining, communicating, embedding,
and substantively testing risk-related
attitudes, ethical values and standards
of behaviour (i.e., risk culture). Authority
provides the principal check on conduct
and those who possess authority set the
parameters of what is acceptable and
unacceptable. That is, behaviour within an
organisation is ultimately guided by the
explicit and implicit messages that leaders
communicate; through what they say and
also what they do. When leaders fail to
actively set the right tone and ensure that
it infuses throughout the firm, the reality
of conduct may not match aspirations and
the “mood in the middle” or “echo from the
bottom” can differ substantially from the
“tone at the top”.
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The eight drivers often
overlap and, because each
firm is structured differently,
each driver will have
differing levels of relevance.

13
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—
Restoring trust
Industry, regulators and governments are designing
ways to address the drivers of misconduct and raise
standards within financial services firms, which in turn
is helping to restore trust in the industry.
Challenges, however, still remain.
Significant energy and resources are
being invested by the financial services
industry and its regulators to improve
conduct. Addressing misconduct is one
of the Financial Stability Board’s (FSB)
priorities and, to this end, the
international body is pursuing “a major
work programme” that has seen a
working group set up to drive efforts
and recommendations on reducing
misconduct in the financial sector due
for release in the first half of this year.4
The importance of embedding a good
culture and cultivating good conduct is
recognised as key in restoring
reputational capital, retaining customers,
building a sustainable business and
maintaining a competitive advantage.
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This is perhaps even more pressing in the
current environment where governments
are looking for ways to augment and
diversify competition in the financial
services industry. Some of the responses
to restoring trust are outlined on the
pages that follow.
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Figure 2.
Responses for
restoring trust

Customer needs and
suitability steer
the product lifecycle

Human resource decisions
based on
“balanced scorecards”
that reward good conduct

Individuals and leadership
have clear responsibilities
and are held to
account for poor conduct

A clear unified culture,
underpinned by a
singular business purpose

Responses for restoring
trust in the firm and
to support employees, customers
and market integrity
Conflicts of interest are
proactively identified
and managed throughout
the organisation

Advanced systems
for monitoring
and surveillance

Automated and
streamlined processes
and procedures

A cohesive organisation
with a conduct-aligned
business model
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Ensuring customer needs
and suitability steer product
lifecycle decisions
Various product governance and consumer
protection obligations across jurisdictions
mean that firms need to understand
whether products are fit for purpose
and actions are in the customer’s best
interest. In the EU, the Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive II (MiFID II) will
introduce new rules in 2018 to enhance
investor protection by regulating all stages
of the lifecycle of investment products
and services.5 The Insurance Distribution
Directive will introduce similar rules in 2018
in relation to insurance products6.
In Australia, new product design and
distribution obligations are being proposed
to ensure that products are targeted at
the right people7. Behavioural analytics
is also being explored by both regulators
and industry to provide better customer
outcomes. The UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) has published a paper
describing how it uses behavioural
economics in the regulation of financial
conduct8 and the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC) has set
up a behavioural economics team within
its strategic intelligence unit9. Further,
in the US rules were proposed around
standards of fiduciary duty and incentive
compensation, and the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) was created.

16

Many firms are continuing to identify better
ways to incorporate the customer’s needs
and suitability into the entire product
lifecycle; from design to marketing, sales,
distribution and post-sale customer care.
This includes new training modules on
needs and suitability, mystery shopping,
post-sale customer surveys/analytics,
enhancements to complaints and
escalation procedures, and tightening rules
on how to treat customers, as well as new
processes for assessing a customer’s level
of financial sophistication.

“Many firms are continuing
to identify better ways to
incorporate the customer’s
needs and suitability into
the entire product lifecycle;
from design to marketing,
sales, distribution and
post-sale customer care.”
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Building “balanced scorecards”
for human resource decisions
Organisations are placing increased
emphasis on an individual’s ethical,
compliance and regulatory history
during the hiring process and refreshing
recruitment, induction, training and
development frameworks. Regulators
are enhancing the information that is
available about the conduct of individuals,
as well as toughening punishments for
misconduct. Ways to raise standards of
professionalism, for example through
educational requirements, are also being
investigated. In the UK, mandates are
being implemented to help prevent the
“recycling” between firms of individuals
with poor conduct records through
a more comprehensive references
process10. In the US, the Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)
is using advanced analytics to identify
registered representatives with potentially
problematic regulatory histories11 and in
2017 will be devoting “particular attention”
to firms’ hiring and monitoring of highrisk and recidivist brokers12. In Australia,
legislation has been passed to raise
the professional, ethical and education
standards of financial advisers13 and the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)
is adding an ethics and skills component
to existing financial adviser and market
intermediary competencies14.

There has been significant focus on
compensation and remuneration.
Many firms have put limits on bonuses,
aligned internal policies on variable
compensation to longer-term risk and
implemented mechanisms for in-year
bonus adjustments, deferrals, and
clawback in cases of misconduct. Firms
are now focusing on building structures to
encourage positive conduct, such as linking
performance objectives to ethical codes
and incorporating non-financial objectives
into performance assessments (e.g.,
customer satisfaction and cooperation
with control functions). In Europe, the
remuneration requirements under Capital
Requirements Directive (CRD) IV require
firms to identify “risk takers” and have
specific requirements in relation to bonus
caps and long-term incentive structures
to encourage key people to think beyond
short-term profits15. The Financial Stability
Board (FSB) is taking action to improve
the alignment between remuneration and
conduct risk by conducting consultations
on the use of compensation tools and
recommendations for consistent national
reporting and collection of data16.

“Organisations are
placing increased
emphasis on an individual’s
ethical, compliance and
regulatory history …
There has been significant
focus on compensation
and remuneration.”
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Ensuring individuals and
leadership are responsible and
accountable for conduct
Regulators and prosecutors have been
devising ways to augment accountability for
misconduct. The UK’s Senior Managers and
Certification Regime (SM&CR), for instance,
makes senior managers personally
accountable for firm contraventions of
relevant requirements unless they have
taken reasonable steps to prevent the
contravention17. In the US, a 2015 memo
from the Deputy Attorney General of
the United States (“the Yates Memo”)
included requirements that firms provide
all relevant facts about individuals involved
in corporate misconduct in order to qualify
for cooperation credit18. Hong Kong’s
Securities and Futures Commission (SFC)
has also recently introduced measures
for strengthening senior management
accountability19. The FSB is examining
whether steps are needed to improve
standards in the fixed income, currency
and commodity markets in order to
increase individual accountability and
support enforcement efforts20.

“Firms meanwhile are
focusing on ensuring
the first line owns risk
in their business line,
strengthening second line
challenge, and creating a
‘speak up’ culture.”
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Firms meanwhile are focusing on
ensuring the first line owns risk in their
business line, strengthening second
line challenge, and creating a “speak up”
culture. For example, management maps
are being drawn up to clearly articulate
and communicate roles and
responsibilities, rotations between
business and risk management are
being implemented, and new training
is being rolled out for business units
on risk and to the second line on how
to effectively perform their challenge
function. In addition employee issue
escalation processes and customer
complaints workflows, with special
attention to whistleblowing, are being
reviewed and strengthened. Key areas
of focus include the implementation of
measures to ensure issues and complaints
are actioned in a timely and consistent
manner, confidentiality of the reporter is
maintained, and the necessary
provisions are in place to protect
against potential retaliation.

Proactive processes for
identifying and managing
conflicts of interest
Rules on conflicts of interest have been
strengthened by some authorities. In the
EU, for instance, MIFID II requires that
“all appropriate steps be taken to identify
and to prevent or manage conflicts of
interest” 21 and, in the US, the Volcker Rule22
has prohibited proprietary trading. The
FSB meanwhile has been coordinating the
global reform of benchmark design and
methodology to address inherent conflicts.
Firms are conducting enterprise-wide
reviews to develop a deeper understanding
of where conflicts may occur and designing
controls to manage those conflicts,
for example by enhancing information
barriers, physically segregating teams and
ensuring supervisory oversight of conflicts.

“Firms are conducting
enterprise-wide reviews
to develop a deeper
understanding of where
conflicts may occur and
designing controls to
manage those conflicts.”
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Creating a cohesive organisation
with a conduct-aligned
business model
Industry and regulators are both working
to ensure that good governance and
supervision are bought into the core.
Isolation or remoteness is no longer
being accepted as an excuse for instances
of misconduct. Governance, conduct
and risk management frameworks are
being designed to have enterprise-wide
penetration and with direct lines to the
executive. Firms are reviewing their
business models, making them more
customer centric and identifying any other
potential conflicts with desired conduct
outcomes. Regulators are also adopting
a more holistic and forward looking
approach. Japan’s Financial Services Agency
(JSFA) “dynamic supervision” approach is
one example and involves the regulator
concentrating on “better quality financial
services to customers (or best practices)”
rather than “a formality check of financial
institutions compliance with rules and
regulations (or minimum standards)”, as
well as a move from “individual parts to
total picture” in which underlying root
causes are addressed “rather than focusing
too much on individual instances” 23.

Automating and streamlining
processes and procedures
Some firms are reviewing and refreshing
their risk and compliance processes and
procedures to simplify, rationalise, and
optimise them; such that there are fewer,
but better, rules. Duplicate or overlapping
requirements are being consolidated,
contradictions clarified and procedures and
processes identified as unnecessary, low
value or redundant are being axed. Other
firms are challenging and changing the
way processes and procedures are set, or
leveraging technology to automate manual
routine tasks. Regulatory concerns and
expectations around effective processes
and procedures seem primarily driven by
reporting requirements (for example, those
around data gathering and aggregation for
capital stress testing). However, a knock
on effect has been to provide further
urgency to enhancing the quality of risk
and compliance rules and requirements.
Similarly, digital transformation projects
aimed at modernising the business so as to
meet evolving customer expectations, are
providing an additional impetus for firms to
overhaul labour intensive and cumbersome
processes and procedures.

Strengthening and
modernising monitoring and
surveillance capabilities
Legislation requiring recording and
monitoring of transactions and
communications, as well as reporting
and recordkeeping of the same, have
been boosted in many key jurisdictions.
MIFID II and the Market Abuse Regulation
(MAR)24 in the EU and Dodd–Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act in the US are examples. Many firms are
making improvements to their monitoring
and surveillance capabilities to meet
these regulatory expectations. Some are
scaling up headcount. Others are applying
sophisticated technology and analytics to
leverage current data and create predictive
and preventative systems.

“Duplicate or overlapping
requirements are
being consolidated,
contradictions clarified
and procedures and
processes identified as
unnecessary, low value or
redundant are being axed.”
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Defining and embedding
a clear unified culture
Improving firm culture is at the top of
everyone’s agenda today and is seen
as central to the restoration and
maintenance of good conduct within
the financial services industry. Firms are
rolling out change programmes focused
on culture that include comprehensive
communications plans, developing
socially-desirable purpose statements
that emphasise support for customers
or broader society, and proactively and
systematically assessing the role culture
plays with respect to risk, conduct and
compliance. Culture and conduct are also
being embedded into risk management
frameworks, placed as regular discussion
topics on board agendas and incorporated
into strategies, business models and
governance arrangements. Desk heads
and intermediate supervisors are being
trained on the important role that they
play in communicating and developing
capabilities for timely prevention and
detection of unacceptable standards of
conduct. Industry-wide efforts are also
underway, in the UK for instance the
Banking Standards Board has been set up
to annually benchmark, assess and report
on good culture across the banking sector.
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Meanwhile regulators are undertaking
detailed reviews of firm culture. In the
US, FINRA has been conducting targeted
exams, known as “sweeps”, on how firms
establish, communicate and implement
cultural values, and whether these are
guiding appropriate business conduct25.
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York
has set up a dedicated webpage on
financial services culture and behaviour26.
In Europe, De Nederlandsche Bank has
created a centre that undertakes behaviour
and culture reviews of firms, designed
to help early identification of unhealthy
corporate culture27. The UK’s FCA has
put governance and culture as one of
its priorities for 2016/201728; while for
Canada’s Office of the Superintendent of
Financial Institutions (OSFI), enhancing
the ability to assess how risk culture and
other drivers of behaviour support or
undermine effective risk management is
a 2017–2020 priority 29. In Asia Pacific, the
Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) has
recently provided guidance on promoting
sound culture in banks30 and the Australian
Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) will
be conducting pilot reviews of firm culture
in the year ahead31.

“Improving firm culture
is at the top of everyone’s
agenda today and
is seen as central to
the restoration and
maintenance of good
conduct within the
financial services industry.”
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Continuing challenges
There are signs that all these efforts to improve
standards of conduct within industry are paying off.
The 2016 Edelman Trust Barometer reports that global
trust in financial services has increased eight points over
the past five-years, the biggest increase of any industry
in the surveys32. Nonetheless, meeting regulatory
requirements and expectations around managing
conduct remains challenging for firms, particularly due
to the proliferation of complex and onerous financial
services regulation that has emerged since the financial
crisis (and that continues to shift and evolve). Managing
the cost of regulatory compliance is one of the biggest
challenges for financial services organisations33.
Compliance costs for a financial institution can be over
$1bn every year and governance, risk management
and compliance now represent an estimated 10–15%
of the total financial services workforce34. Overall,
these significant investments in regulatory change
programmes and compliance pose a challenge to
profitability. And few organisations can provide evidence
that their investments in improving culture and fewer
misconduct incidents are helping with the bottom line.
And this is when technology can make a difference.
There is a growing interest in how innovative
technologies can help organisations fulfil regulatory and
compliance requirements more efficiently and effectively.
Can the latest breed of innovative technologies provide
new, improved and more cost effective ways not just to
catch misconduct in a timely fashion, but actually help
address the drivers of poor conduct?
21
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—
A new approach
through innovation
It is well established that innovation is disrupting the
way that financial services are being provided to
consumers. The focus is now being turned toward
internal operations, with innovation being used to power
better regulatory and compliance outcomes. The time
is right to consider how new technologies can help
manage conduct risk.
There is an expanding list of exciting
technological advances and innovations
that are driving disruptive innovation.
On page 24, we explore some of the
developments and technologies that offer
the hope of significant efficiency and
value gains by automating, simplifying
and streamlining processes; integrating,
aggregating and visualising vast volumes
of structured and unstructured data;
effortless customisation and scalability;
enlisting self-learning machines to carry
out intuitive tasks and real–time, possibly
predictive and pre-emptive, systems
replacing post-factum, reactive analysis.
The use of new technologies to fulfil
regulatory and compliance requirements
more efficiently and effectively is
commonly referred to as “RegTech”
(regulatory technology). Enlisting
technology to help ease the burden of
regulatory compliance is not new.
However the current buzz around
RegTech is how the innovations and
technologies that are transforming the
way we provide financial services (some
of which are noted on page 24) could
also be harnessed to transform the way
we go about meeting regulatory and
compliance obligations.
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It is certainly the right time for firms
to explore and trial RegTech solutions.
Technological innovation is providing
entirely new ways of doing established
activities. Regulators and organisations
are sponsoring various initiatives to
nurture innovation within the financial
services industry. FinTech “hubs” and
“regulatory sandboxes” are being set up
to cultivate the growth of start-ups and
provide a flexible regulatory environment
in which applications of novel
technologies can be road-tested. Industry
is also investing deeply, setting up new
teams to drive innovation, and partnering
with technology players to develop
solutions. Moreover, compliance costs are
reaching unsustainable levels and not
always producing desired results.
Technology that can improve efficiency
and value must be considered.
On the pages that follow we consider
a sample of ways in which innovative new
technologies could be used by firms to
address the drivers of poor conduct and
thereby help them to manage their
conduct risk, meet regulatory
expectations and produce better
customer outcomes.
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Figure 3.
Innovative solutions for
managing conduct risk

Technology that
supports the ongoing
assessment of customer
needs and suitability

Technology that
helps build a
“balanced scorecard”
for HR decisions

Technology that continually
tests cultural values
and identifies red flags

Technology to streamline
and strengthen
accountability systems

Innovative solutions
for managing conduct risk
Technology that
can proactively identify
and manage conflicts

Technology that modernises
and automates monitoring
and surveillance

Technology that automates
and streamlines processes
and procedures

Technology that helps
to integrate
systems and teams
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Examples of recent
developments and technologies
driving disruptive innovation:
•• Robotic process automation (RPA)
is allowing software robots to perform
routine business processes, such as
moving files between folders, filling in
forms and data validation.
•• New big data technologies and
techniques are enabling the varied
and colossally-sized datasets that
organisations hold to be efficiently
aggregated, stored and managed.
•• Cognitive technologies and
artificial intelligence (AI) are enabling
machines to perform more and more
tasks that have hitherto required
human intelligence, such as decisionmaking, visual perception, speech
recognition, analysis of unstructured
data and natural language processing
(NLP), as well as learning on the basis of
pure exposure to large data sets (rather
than through instruction).
•• Advanced analytic techniques,
such as behavioural and video analytics,
that enlist sophisticated algorithms
and cognitive technology allow
meaningful insights to be gleaned
from huge pools of data in a fraction
of the time it would take a human to
perform the task.
•• Augmented reality (AR) and virtual
reality (VR) are intersecting with
Internet of Things (IOT) technology to
bring virtual and real worlds together,
integrating and extending the digital
and physical landscapes to create a
“mixed reality”, with applications such
as 3D training models and remote
operation of machinery.
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•• Application programming interface
(API) is facilitating the integration
of systems, technologies and
functionalities.
•• Biometric technology is providing new
ways to verify identity, such as through
fingerprint sensors, iris scanning and
typing tempo.
•• Cloud applications are facilitating the
hosting of data, systems and services
on the internet, providing significant
savings and greater flexibility, scalability
and configurability.
•• Quantum computing is promising to
deliver millions of times the processing
capacity of a traditional computer.
•• Distributed ledger technology (DLT),
which provides a distributed,
shared and encrypted database that
maintains near tamper proof data,
has the potential to significantly
improve data security and integrity,
enhance transparency and auditability,
reduce the chance of single point of
failure and remove the need for third
party intermediation.
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Technology that supports
the ongoing assessment of
customer needs and suitability
•• Visual network analytics to find data
relationships relevant to customer
needs (e.g., data integration, dynamic
relationship mapping).
•• Interactive visual analytics to reveal
insights from large data sets (e.g., from
public, cloud, social network, enterprise).

Technology that streamlines
and strengthens systems of
accountability
•• Distributed ledger technology to
strengthen the audit trail by simplification
of record keeping, enhancing
transparency, robust time stamping and
protection against manual change.
•• Automated enforcement of
escalation procedures.

•• Customer value, customer segmentation,
and customer satisfaction analytics.
•• Natural language processing to gain
insights from a wider pool of customer
data and facilitate automation of
customer communications and
suitability assessments.

Technology that can proactively
identify and manage conflicts
•• Master access control to set parameters
and provide alerts when controls
are violated.

Technology that helps build
a “balanced scorecard” for
HR decisions
•• Cognitive computing to analyse context,
content and relationships within big
data sets and to reveal critical trends
and findings about an individual or
across cohorts (e.g., from professional
registers, performance reviews, customer
feedback, complaints).

•• Automated enforcement of ethical walls,
segregation of duties, and watch lists.
•• Big data analytics and algorithms to map
personal or business connections and
internal and external networks.
•• Cognitive technologies and predictive
analytics to accelerate conflict scenario
simulation and analysis.

•• Software that automates connections
between performance management and
organisational objectives.
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Technology that helps
integrate systems and teams

Technology that automates
and streamlines processes
and procedures

•• Application programming interfaces
and integration systems to facilitate
interoperability and system
communication.

•• Robotic process automation to
automate routine processes.

•• Distributed ledger technology for
enhanced transparency and access
to a “single source of truth”.

•• Distributed ledger technology to
strengthen against manual workarounds,
reduce errors deriving from duplication
and eliminate manual efforts required to
perform data reconciliation.

•• Regulatory radar software to identify
regulatory change and cognitive
technologies to assess application
and impact.
•• Mixed reality applications to improve
communication and collaboration
between remote teams and break
down functional silos.

•• Big data analytics to scan patterns
of behaviour across technologies
and systems to surface potential
vulnerabilities and model behavioural
risk (e.g., from sources such as
complaints, risks, incidents, near misses,
staff feedback and employee surveys,
social media, individual performance,
remuneration and incentives, human
resource and compliance data).
•• Modelling of organisational performance
and risk culture.

Technology that modernises
and automates monitoring
and surveillance
•• Machine learning algorithms to
search and aggregate across multiple
mediums (e.g., voice, email, video,
social media, instant messaging)
and flag potential violations.
•• Natural language processing to automate
communications monitoring (e.g., phone,
text, instant messaging).
•• Biometric technology to enhance
identity verification procedures.
•• Relationship, behavioural and content
analytics to facilitate pre-emptive and
proactive measures.
•• Big data analytics and machine learning
to predict future behaviours based on
large-scale analysis of the particulars
and patterns in prior incidents.
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Technology that facilitates
continual testing of cultural
values and identification
of red flags

•• Real-time pulsing of staff to test the mood
of the organisation, providing frequent
and contemporaneous feedback on
culture throughout an organisation and
at all levels (including external partners
and value chain participants).
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—
Conclusion
In this paper we have sought to identify the common
themes and drivers of misconduct in the financial
services industry, with a view to helping firms identify
and manage their conduct risk. We have also explored
industry and regulatory responses for restoring trust
and have suggested some potential RegTech solutions
to help firms think about ways to optimise outcomes
in a more cost effective way.
Expecting to eradicate misconduct
incidents in financial services
organisations is unrealistic, and hence the
regulatory agenda continues to evolve its
focus. Financial services organisations of
all types are being expected to put in
place a proactive framework to
continuously identify and tackle poor
conduct, and the role of technology
cannot be ignored.
While technology can itself provide
a means to carry out misconduct (think
algorithmic strategies with biased code,
or cyber breaches and privacy leaks)
innovative technologies can also be part
of the solution. There are still significant
hurdles to work through, much of the
RegTech market is in its infancy and many
of its ideas are only at proof of concept
stage (for example, many distributed
ledger technology and artificial
intelligence solutions). Nonetheless
RegTech represents an important
opportunity to explore innovative
processes supported by technologies
that can drive the right outcomes.

The promise of an organisation that
functions effectively with a strong culture
and good conduct is worth the effort. Few
will dispute that managing poor conduct
is essential to be on strategy, and for
maintaining the trust of customers,
regulators and the broader market.
Similarly, few would dispute that business
success today is intimately connected
with an ability to harness innovative
technology quickly and enthusiastically.
Designing the right conduct programme
supported by the right technology
solution starts by bringing together
business, technology and regulation
experts. Tapping into this collective pool
of knowledge will best draw out the
relevant conduct issues that undermine
executing on strategy, and enable a
bespoke and sustainable solution to be
developed. By identifying the core drivers
of misconduct, the ways that regulators
and industry have sought to address
these drivers, and the new technologies
that can optimise responses we hope to
have provided ideas for a strong
foundation from which to build a conduct
programme that will inspire trust.
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